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For Understanding Galaxy Formation in Protoclusters 3

High-z protoclusters are ideal testbeds for understanding formation of  
(massive) quiescent galaxies seen in the local galaxy clusters

by z=2, about 2Gyr before the universe as a whole. If we
consider the whole 4Gyr “cosmic noon” epoch at 1<z<4,
the universe and present-day clusters formed about 50% and
75% of their total stellar mass, respectively.

Although the CSFRD predictions in the G13 and H15 SAMs
are very similar, interesting differences are seen when
comparing the stellar growth in the cores. In H15, the fractional
CSFRD in cores declines over time for the entire redshift range,
while in G13 it rises after z=2. This is caused by the different
implementations of the environmental effects operating in
group- and cluster-size halos. This comparison shows that a
detailed study of particularly the star formation history of
protocluster cores could provide important constraints for
modeling environmental processes.

5. Internal Evolution of Galaxy Clusters

We now investigate the internal evolution of the star
formation and mass assembly of clusters. Figure 5 shows the
total SFR per protocluster as function of redshift averaged over
our sample in the middle panel, and the fractional SFR (black

curves) and Må (red curves) in the core halo in the lower panel.
We identify three distinct epochs during the history of cluster
formation (as illustrated in the top panel):

1. From z10 to z∼5, galaxy growth in protoclusters
appears to begin in an “inside-out” manner. This is based
on the relatively large fractions of the SFR and Må found
in cores compared with protoclusters as a whole (the
qualitative picture would stay the same if we define the
core as a slightly extended region instead of a single
halo). Although the cores represent only a tiny fraction of
the protocluster volume at these redshifts, initially they
dominated the SFR due to the higher MAR of these
massive halos. On average, these halos reached peak SFE
at z∼5 when their masses approached :M1012 (Chiang
et al. 2013). By this time, the SFR gradient across the
entire protocluster flattens as more halos grow to near
peak SFE, resulting in a drop in the fraction of the SFR
and Må associated with the cores to about 20%. The core
remains dominant at a later cosmic time if seen in galaxy
tracers of a higher limiting mass (dashed lines). This

Figure 4. Upper panel: SFR density for all galaxies (black), protoclusters (blue), and cores (red). The associated stellar mass densities are shown in the inset. Data
points show a set of observationally derived cosmic SFR density for comparison (circles: Cucciati et al. 2012; squares: Schiminovich et al. 2005; diamonds:
Finkelstein et al. 2015, and pentagons: Oesch et al. 2013). Lower panel: Fractional contributions to the total cosmic SFR density of protoclusters (blue) and
protocluster cores (red). The associated stellar mass density fractions are shown in the inset.
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The ATLAS3D project – VII. Morphology–density 1683

Figure 1. Morphology of nearby galaxies from the ATLAS3D parent sample. The volume-limited sample consists of spiral galaxies (70 per cent), fast rotators
ETGs (25 per cent) and slow rotators ETGs (5 per cent). The ATLAS3D sample consists of the ETGs only, classified according to the absence of spiral arms or
an extended dust lane. The edge-on fast rotators appear morphologically equivalent to S0s, or to flat ellipticals with discy isophotes. Many of the apparently
round fast rotators display bars or dusty discs, indicating that they are far from edge-on. All the galaxies classified as ‘discy’ ellipticals E(d) by Bender, Saglia
& Gerhard (1994) belong to the fast rotators class. However contrary to E(d) and S0 galaxies, the fast rotators can be robustly recognized from integral-field
kinematics even when they are nearly face-on (Cappellari et al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 2007). They form a parallel sequence to spiral galaxies as already
emphasized for S0 galaxies by van den Bergh (1976), who proposed the above distinction into S0a–S0c. Fast rotators are intrinsically flatter than ε ! 0.4 and
span the same full range of shapes as spiral galaxies, including very thin discs. However very few Sa have spheroids as large as those of E(d) galaxies. The
slow rotators are rounder than ε " 0.4, with the important exception of the flat S0 galaxy NGC 4550 (not shown), which contains two counter-rotating discs of
nearly equal mass. The black solid lines connecting the galaxy images indicate an empirical continuity, while the dashed one suggests a possible dichotomy.

was illustrated in the classification scheme of Kormendy & Bender
(1996), where these galaxies are termed ‘discy’ ellipticals E(d). All
the galaxies classified as E(d) by Bender et al. (1994) belong to the
fast-rotator class. The complement however is not true as the weak
discs of E(d) galaxies are only visible near the edge-on orientation,
while the fast-rotator class can be recognized also near face-on view
(Paper III).

The plot also illustrates the fact that the slow rotators appear to
be intrinsically quite round (see fig. 5 of Paper I and fig. 6 of Paper
III), as already noticed in the SAURON survey (Emsellem et al.
2007; Cappellari et al. 2007). The only slow-rotator flatter than
E4 in the ATLAS3D sample, and treated as ‘exception’ in our comb
diagram, is the S0 galaxy NGC 4550, which was indicated by Rubin,
Graham & Kenney (1992) and Rix et al. (1992) for containing two
counter-rotating discs of comparable mass. A detailed dynamical
model of this galaxy, confirming the original interpretation and the
nearly equal mass for the two discs, was presented in Cappellari
et al. (2007). This object is not unique: a similar one (NGC 4473),
classified as a fast rotator due to the smaller fraction of counter-
rotating stars, was also modelled by Cappellari et al. (2007) and

a number of additional ones were newly discovered in ATLAS3D

(Paper II), where they are termed ‘double σ ’ galaxies. Most of
them are classified as fast rotators, but some others are rounder
slow rotators (Paper III). The resulting classification of this special
class of objects seems to depend on the amount of accreted counter-
rotating mass and the geometry of the orbit during the accretion
event (Bois et al. 2011, hereafter Paper VI).

The ellipticity distribution in the outer parts of the galaxies in our
sample (Paper II) is characterized by a roughly constant fraction
of galaxies up to ellipticities ε ≈ 0.75. Under the reasonable as-
sumption of random orientations for the galaxies in our sample, this
indicates that most of the galaxies, even when they appear round in
projection, must possess quite flat discs as previously reported for
S0 galaxies (Sandage et al. 1970; Binney & de Vaucouleurs 1981).
This is confirmed via Monte Carlo simulations in Paper III, while a
quantitative statistical study of the shape of fast rotators will be pre-
sented in another paper of this series. This implies that the sample
galaxies shown in Fig. 1 are not exceptions, but are representative
of our ETGs sample. Additional indications of the flatness of most
of the galaxies in our sample come from the fact that the inclination
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Multiple Tracers of Protocluster Galaxies at High Redshift 4
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H-Alpha can trace detailed structures in the protocluster at high redshift 
↔ Other techniques may miss these (depending on the survey depth)

Spatial distribution of galaxies in a protocluster, USS1558 at z=2.53 (RS+17a)



Mass Segregation in Proto-Cluster Cores (PCCs) 5

Massive galaxies are preferentially formed in the early fragmented, dense 
protocluster cores where galaxies are forming stars more vigorously. 
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One the densest protocluster, USS1558 at z=2.53 (RS+18a)



Galaxy Formation in Protoclusters 6

Decline Phase Mature Phase Growth Phase

Galaxies Starvation / Environmental quenching Energetic AGN feedback Massive galaxy formation

Halo Gas  Cold gas depletion / Superheated plasma Pre-heating / Core collapse Cold gas stream in hot gas

Maturing Phase (2 ≤ z ≤ 3) Growing Phase (3 ≤ z)Declining Phase (z ≤ 2)
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A schematic of formation and evolution histories of galaxy clusters and galaxies therein (RS+18b)
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Current results are based on the small sample size (N~1,2)



EAO-Subaru Partnership Collaboration in the Cluster Science 7

HSC-SSP Projects

PFS-SSP Projects (no project launched yet)

Current MOU between Subaru & PFS does not include semi & full partners 

You can overtake by PDR (only ~100 pub. per 300 internal projects in 5 yrs)

Photo-z, Red seq.
M Oguri+18

A J Nishizawa+18
and more

Week Lensing

S Miyazaki+18
H Miyatake+18

and more

Lyman-Break

J Toshikawa+18
Lyman-Alpha

R Higuchi+

Low redshift

z=0.7–1: y<22.5 50% sampling
z=1–2: y<22.5 70% sampling

High redshift

z=2–7: y≤24.5
z=2.2, 5.7, 6.6 LAEs: L>3-5×1042

quick feasibility analyses will be shown later



EAO-Subaru Collaboration in the Cluster Science: HSC High-z 8

Targets are selected from the coherent strong Lyman-Alpha forest 
absorptions in the BOSS QSO spectra which likely trace >1014 Msun haloes

Liang et al. in prep.

MAMMOTH Survey (P.I. Zheng Cai, Hubble Fellow at UCO/Lick → Tsinghua Univ.)
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EAO-Subaru Collaboration in the Cluster Science: PFS Low-z 9

PFS-SSP significantly miss cluster members around the peak densities 
because of its sparse fibre density, requiring more dedicated programs
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EAO-Subaru Collaboration in the Cluster Science: PFS High-z 10

A PFS spectroscopy for LAEs associated with the large-scale structures  
will work well, but note that this cannot trace substructure components
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Summary 11

There are still limited protocluster studies especially for detailed properties

We see massive galaxy formation in discovered PCCs with H-Alpha lines

We still suffer from the small sample size

HSC and PFS are powerful instruments to find massive (proto-)clusters

But we should note that only HSC+PFS wouldn't make detailed studies

Thoughts on the EAO-Subaru partnership as a Subaru staff...

• Collaboration can push Subaru intensive (proto-)cluster surveys
• It would be great if you could provide us with more opportunities 

for the detailed analyses (especially for the higher-density sampling)

and it might be nice to think about launching PFS cluster working group...


